
SEA DAY
TRIPS



Make the most of your vacation!
Discover the most popular sea attractions of Montenegro!

Spend a day on a sandy beach  in the open sea!

Let us be your guide!



Did you know that Kotor Bay, besides the unique natural beauty, has a very 
rich cultural heritage? Relax and enjoy the boat ride while exploring the most dis-
tant corners of the Bay. Visit the church of St. Mary in the town of Stoliv, experience 
the authentic local ambience in the town of Prcanj, see some of the most beautiful 
baroque style palaces in the settlement of Dobrota, visit the old town of Kotor, visit 
Our Lady of the Rocks island, visit Roman mosaics from II century in the town of Risan

PRICE

The price includes: 4 hour tour, English speaking skipper, 
cold water and beer or wine.

boat capacity: 
8 persons

Explore the Kotor Bay

140 €



Gastronomy, Wine & Sea
Did you know know that the Herceg Novi Bay contains many popular at-
tractions such as luxury touristic centers and marinas, a long seaside promenade 
with authentic restaurants, a boutique winery with wine tasting and beautiful small 
town sandy beaches? Enjoy in breathtaking views of the Bay landscape, have a walk 
and drink in the historical building of Lazaret, explore the medieval city of Herceg 
Novi and have a wine tasting in the only winery in Boka bay – The Savina winery. 

We use modern speedboats that can accomodate up to 6 persons with a professional 
driver and guide.

PRICE

The price includes: 6-hour tour, English speaking skipper, 
cold water and beers.

290 €
per TOUR



Did you know that the Bay contains many popular attractions such as 
caves, islands, sea tunnels and beaches?  Experience the panoramic cruise along the 
coast, visit Mamula island with fortress, enter the Blue Cave and Dobrec  tunnels 
(ex-submarine tunnels near Rose) and enjoy a few hours of swimming and sunbathing 
at the open sea beaches of Miriste or Dobrec.

We use modern speedboats that can accomodate up to 6 persons with a professional 
driver and guide. 

PRICE 290 €

The price includes: 4-5 hours tour, English speaking 
skipper, cold water and beers. 

A relaxing sea day

per TOUR



Day with a local fisherman
Spend a few hours with a local fisherman and find out the little secrets of fishing 
in Boka bay. Enjoy the landscape views and try to catch your trophy on a summer 
vacation in Montenegro. We will equip you with fishing equipment and a basket of cold 
drinks and take you to the place where an experienced local fisherman will wait for 
you. The Conte restaurant will gladly serve the catch for your dinner. Enjoy and try 
your fishing skills!

PRICE80 €

Additional person 45 EUR.

It is a four hour tour. Recommended departure time is early 
morning or late afternoon.

The price includes: English or Russian speaking fisherman, 
fishing equipment, a few beers or a bottle of wine, transfer 
to the fishing spot. 

per person



Make the most of your vacation!
Discover the most popular sea attractions of Montenegro!

Spend a day on a sandy beach  in the open sea!

Let us be your guide!



Taxi speedboat service costs 140 EUR per hour

Taxi small boat service costs 45 EUR per hour

Exceptional tours to enrich your stay!
With English speaking staff & Professional service

Hotel Conte Front Desk  
The Old Town of Perast, Montenegro

excursions@hotelconte.me
www.hotelconte.me 
Tel. 00382 67 257 387


